The CLC is a free resource staffed exclusively by general chemistry TAs to provide help when you need it! Visit the Virtual CLC at chemistry.illinois.edu/clc/virtual-clc to find links to:

• **Drop-in Zoom:** Join office hours Monday – Friday, 12 – 6 pm. General chemistry TAs are waiting to help; enter your name and course number into the chat and the host will move you into a breakout room with a TA.

• **Chemistry Learning Piazza:** Post to the Piazza discussion board to receive help with homework questions. Be sure to include a screenshot of the problem and your work so far! The Piazza is monitored by Virtual CLC TAs Monday – Friday, 12 – 6 pm.

• **CLC Tutorials** – Over 30 tutorials written specifically for you can be found at chemistry.illinois.edu/clc/tutorials

To receive the best help in the Virtual CLC:
1. Make sure you have attempted all problems two or three times on your own.
2. Keep your work nearby to help us locate mistakes.
3. Be ready to screenshare or take a complete screenshot of the problem (including problem name and # of tries).
4. Allow screen annotation so that CLC TAs can write on your screen.